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Drosophila melanogaster has become an important invertebrate model organism in biological
and medical research, for mutational and genetic analysis, and in toxicological screening. Many
screening assays have been developed that assess the flies’ mortality, reproduction, development,
morphology, or behavioral competence. In this study, we describe a new assay for locomotor
competence. It comprises a circular walking arena with a lenticular floor and a flat cover (the
slope of the floor increases gradually from the center to the edge of the arena) plus automated
fly tracking and statistical analysis. This simple modification of a flat arena presents a graduated
physical challenge, with which we can assess fine gradations of motor ability, since a fly’s time
average radial distance from the arena center is a direct indicator of its climbing ability. The time
averaged distribution of flies as a function of slope, activity levels, and walking speed, yields a
fine grained picture of locomotory ability and motivation levels. We demonstrate the strengths
and weaknesses of this assay (compared with a conventional tap-down test) by observing flies
treated with a neurotoxin (BMAA) that acts as a glutamate agonist. The assay proves well suited
to detect dose effects and progression effects with higher statistical power than the traditional
tap-down, but it has a higher detection limit, making it less sensitive to treatment effects. J. Exp.
Zool. 317A:382–394, 2012. © 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Drosophila melanogaster has become an important invertebrate
model organism for toxicological screens (Wolf et al., 2002;
Peterson et al., 2008; Tiwari et al., 2011), genetic screening,
and mutational analysis (e.g., Johnston, 2002; Giacomotto and
Ségalat, 2010). Fruit flies are also an important model for neu-
rodegenerative diseases (e.g., Bilen and Bonini, 2005; Lessing
and Bonini, 2009; Pienaar et al., 2010) and a potential model
for therapeutic drug discovery (Pandey and Nichols, 2011). Many
assays have been developed to quantify mortality, development,
morphology, or behavioral competence (for a review see Rand,
2010).

With the advent of digital video and automated analysis, be-
havioral screening is reaching levels of sophistication sufficient
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to match the screening needs of mutational and toxicological
research (e.g., Wehrhahn et al., ’82; Valente et al., 2007; Katsov
and Clandinin, 2008; Branson et al., 2009; Dankert et al., 2009).
Yet automated image analysis also puts new constraints on ex-
perimental designs. Apart from imaging constraints (minimal
shadows and highlights; evenly colored, matte backgrounds),
many assays limit available space to prevent locomotory be-
haviors that confound automated analysis (Branson et al., 2009:
prevent climbing vertical walls with thermal barriers; Simon and
Dickinson, 2010: limit height to prevent flight). It is important
to develop meaningful performance parameters that are not just
easy to quantify automatically, but that also allow us to recog-
nize increasingly subtle behavioral differences between flies.

Behavioral Assays for Fruit Fly Locomotor Competence
A popular behavioral assay for locomotor competence in
Drosophila is the tap-down (e.g., Gargano et. al., 2005; Ruan
and Wu, 2008; Zhou et al., 2010). Adult fruit flies are negatively
geotactic and will climb up when shaken to the bottom of a vial.
The tap-down tests locomotor competence at a single moment
with a binary result, making this a simple assay, but also limit-
ing its diagnostic value. To capture differences in motor ability
with higher resolution, labs have developed more sophisticated
versions by staggering tap-down events (Benzer, ’67). There are
other assays that focus on reactive behavior (“reactive” as de-
scribed by Connolly, ’67), such as Buridan’s paradigm (visual
stimulus; Götz, ’80), a variation of Benzer’s counter-current frac-
tionation device (combination of geotaxis and visual stimulus;
Markow and Merriam, ’77), and an air-puff arena (mechanical
stimulus; Slawson at al., 2009). There are also assays that focus
on spontaneous locomotory behavior, such as the bifurcating
negative geotaxis assay (Hirsch, ’59; Hirsch and Erlenmeyer-
Kimling, ’62; Hostetter and Hirsch, ’67; Ricker and Hirsch, ’88;
Toma et al., 2002), square arenas (e.g., Martin et al., ’99a), or
circular arenas (e.g., LeBourg, ’83; Branson et al., 2009; Simon
and Dickinson, 2010). Reactivity assays measure the combined
ability to walk and to respond to external stimuli ( = external
motivation). Activity-based assays are more suitable to detect
differences in internal motivation ( = activity levels). However,
by adding internal motivation as a variable, assays measuring
spontaneous behavior are also more likely to produce data with
a larger variation.

As video technology and automated image analysis are be-
coming available, new assays have been developed (e.g., Hoy
et al., ’96; Martin 2004; Branson et al., 2009). There are several
software options for automated video analysis that yield infor-
mation about the behavior of fruit flies in a two-dimensional
space (e.g., freeware: Ctrax developed at Caltech; commercial
product: EthoVision developed by Noldus). Automated video
analysis facilitates the analysis of long-term behavioral pat-
terns and therefore can be used in assays that are not focused
on reactive behavior (e.g., Fry et al., 2003; Martin, 2003; Martin,

2004; Valente et al., 2007; Grover et al., 2008; Dankert et al.,
2009; Ristroph et al., 2009).

Behavioral Assays Need Discriminating Performance Parameters
Screening studies are often more discovery science than hypoth-
esis driven. Scientific hypotheses and questions help scientists
limit the type and quality of performance parameters to be mea-
sured, and these constraints then lead to specific experimen-
tal designs. Screening studies, on the other hand, benefit from
quantifying as many parameters as possible, with constraints
imposed mainly by manpower, statistical power, and data man-
agement. This breadth places a burden on screening assays (1) to
identify parameters that can discriminate performance and (2)
to elicit behaviors that facilitate discrimination. The tap-down
for example uses a binary performance parameter (successfully
passing a predefined height mark within a predefined time) in
an assay that presents a physical challenge (vertical climb) to
facilitate discrimination.

When using automated video analysis, obvious parameters
to describe locomotory behavior are position, speed, and accel-
eration, both translational and angular. Yet these parameters
might not be the most discriminating given the natural varia-
tion in spontaneous behaviors (such as chasing, courtship, or
foraging). Many locomotory assays (e.g., tap-down) use reactive
behavior to narrow the repertoire and eliminate internal motiva-
tion; they may limit gender to exclude certain types of behavior;
and they may present a physical challenge, such as a vertical
incline, or centrifuging (Ruan and Wu, 2008), to amplify per-
formance differences. In general, performance parameters for
screening assays must not only be easy to quantify, but they
should also have a high signal-to-noise ratio. Hence, parameters
should preferably use original or integrated position data (such
as temporal and spatial averages) rather than spatial or tempo-
ral derivatives (such as speed or curvature) (Harper and Blake,
’89; Walker, ’98). They should also discriminate with sufficient
statistical power. Hence, parameters should have low variation,
they should be continuous rather than binary or ranked vari-
ables, and they should amplify differences between individuals
and reduce variation within individuals.

Locomotory screening assays approach organisms as a black
box, with locomotory behavior as the visible manifestation of
whatever changes occurred inside the organism. Motor behavior
is influenced by both locomotory motivation and motor ability.
Assays that can discriminate between changes in motivation
and ability have more diagnostic value than assays that cannot
distinguish whether a fly would not walk or cannot even walk.
Modern assays have developed a suite of performance param-
eters that facilitate such discrimination (e.g., Ctrax, CADABRA;
Simon and Dickinson, 2010) by using basic locomotory param-
eters (position, velocity, acceleration) to compute higher-order
behavior (e.g., distance between flies, angle between flies’ ori-
entation, see BehavioralMicroarray MATLAB Toolbox of Ctrax).
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This Study
We aimed to develop an assay that combines the strengths of a
simple reactivity-based assay (the tap-down) with the strength
of an activity-based assay (walking arena) by adding a me-
chanical challenge to the arena (sloped walls). The goal was to
develop an assay (1) that could differentiate between changes in
motor ability and internal motivation, (2) that was amenable to
automated tracking, and (3) that has high statistical power (can
achieve significant results with a low number of flies).

BMAA–A Case Study on a Neurotoxin and Glutamate Agonist
In order to test our new behavioral assay, we focused on quan-
tifying the effects of the environmental neurotoxin ß-N-methyl
amino L-alanine (BMAA). BMAA is a nonnatural amino acid
that has been implicated in the neurodegenerative disease called
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis-Parkinsonism dementia complex
(ALS-PDC) in humans (Whiting, ’88; Cox et al., 2003). However,
the exact mechanism by which BMAA induces the ALS-PDC
associated locomotory defects is not understood. Cellular stud-
ies in cultured mammalian cells indicate that BMAA acts as a
glutamate agonist: the effects of BMAA are attenuated by com-
peting chemicals that bind to the glutamate-associated NMDA
and AMPA receptors (Weiss et al., ’89; Rao et al., 2006). An-
imal model studies (Karamyan and Speth, 2008) using mice,
rats (Karlsson et al., 2011), cynomolgus monkeys, and fruit flies
(Zhou et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010) all show an apparent loco-
motor phenotype. While qualitative observations are sufficient
to summarize all of the gross defects in locomotion into a de-
fined phenotype, we needed quantitative measures to discern
dose effects and the progression of defects.

In the case of BMAA, we also needed performance measures
that can tease apart central and peripheral nervous system ef-
fects. Glutamate is the main excitatory neurotransmitter at the
neuromuscular junctions of insects (Usherwood, ’94). It is also
a neuromodulator in the central complex (Featherstone et al.,
2005), a structure that controls walking activity levels and walk-
ing speed (Strauss and Heisenberg, ’93; Martin et al., ’99b). If
BMAA is a glutamate agonist, then it should affect both motor
ability and internal motivation. First, due to its excitatory ef-
fect at the neuromuscular junctions, BMAA should cause a loss
of fine motor control and hence should lower walking speed
or even prevent walking entirely. Second, due to its excitatory
effect on the locomotory control centers in the central nervous
system, BMAA should cause an increase in walking activity and
walking speed.

METHODS

Insects and Neurotoxin Treatment
We used laboratory strains of D. melanogaster, wild-type Can-
ton S. We selected only virgin females to avoid aggressive
and courtship displays, mating and maternal behavior. Breeding

stock flies were raised on food composed of cornmeal, sucrose,
yeast, agar, propionic acid, nipagen, and green food coloring.
For the experiments, we transferred virgin female flies 1 to 2
days after eclosion into four treatment vials at 10 flies per vial.
The treatment vials contained food composed of agar, yeast ex-
tract, sucrose, glucose, magnesium sulfate, calcium chloride, and
propionic acid, plus 0, 12.5, 25, or 50 mM BMAA. The flies in
the treatment vials were kept on a 12:12 hr light cycle at 22◦C.

We recorded the flies’ behavior at 2:00 PM (from 6 to 6.5
hr into the light cycle) 1, 2, and 3 days after the switch to
food containing BMAA. We used two different behavioral as-
says, the tap-down and the lenticular arena. For the experiments
in the lenticular arenas, the flies were transferred to the arenas
in batches of five flies per arena. For the tap-down assay, flies
were transferred in batches of 10 to the tap-down vials. To trans-
fer the flies, they were cold anesthetized for 2 min in a −20◦C
freezer. Experiments commenced 15 min after transfers, allow-
ing reactive behaviors in response to the transfer to subside.
After the recordings, the flies were again cold anesthetized and
transferred back into the food vials.

Filming Set-ups and Procedure
Tap-Down. The tap-down setup consisted of four cylindrical
vials (84 mm high, 20 mm diameter) glued in a row onto a strip
of Plexiglass. This arrangement enabled us to tap down four
vials simultaneously and to position them reproducibly for video
recording from a side view. Each vial was closed with a plastic
stopper, leaving an internal height of 80 mm. To record the
tap-downs, we used a Photron PCI camera (1024×1024 pixels;
Fastcam 1024 PCI, Photron USA, San Diego, CA), recording at
10 frames per second with a 50-mm lens (Zeiss Planar T 1.4; F
stop 5.6; Carl Zeiss AG, Jena, Germany). A function generator
(Grass S44 Stimulator; Grass Technologies, West Warwick, RI)
was used to trigger the cameras at this low rate. Illumination
was provided by 2 halogen lamps (250 W), with a Plexiglas
diffuser. The flies were tapped down with four quick taps, and
their climbing success was scored 10 sec after the last tap. We
recorded a total of six experimental runs using a total of 240
flies, 60 flies per treatment (10 flies per vial).

Lenticular Arena. The lenticular arena was circular (75 mm
in diameter and 8 mm high at its deepest point). Its floor was
made from a watch glass (75 mm diameter; Catalog number
02–610 C, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) glued inside a PVC
plumbing adapter (NIBCO 3′′ × 1-1/2′′ reducer bushing, model
number 5801–2-F; NIBCO, Inc., Elkhart, IN). The lenticular floor
also created an arena with no side walls (Fig. 1). In our particular
design, we did not use any chemical boundaries to prevent flies
from climbing onto the ceiling (unlike Simon and Dickinson,
2010). While the lenticular shape avoided any visual occlusion
issues due to walls, there remained the issue of flies overlapping
visually when the path of a fly on the floor crossed the path of
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the filming stage, approximately
to scale. Four covered arenas are centered 90 cm under the camera.
They are surrounded by eight 1-W LEDs that illuminate a hemi-
spherical diffuser. Also shown on the lower right hand dish is the
system of equal area annuli used to tabulate radial position.

a fly on the ceiling. Such overlaps could cause the automated
tracking software to mistrack, so we used a low number of flies
per arena to lower the probability of such events.

Each arena was painted matte black, and covered with a
flat, circular antireflection-coated glass window (Edmund Op-
tics, Barrington, NJ). To record all four treatment groups simul-
taneously, four arenas were placed under one camera. The arenas
were covered with a hemispherical plastic diffuser illuminated
by an outer ring of eight red LEDs (Luxeon Star with collimat-
ing optics, 1 W, wavelength 660 nm; Philips Lumileds Lighting
Company, San Jose, CA). As shown in Figure 1, the camera
viewed the arenas through an opening at the top of the diffuser.
Additional black baffles (not shown) were used to reduce lens
flare. The resulting images were free of interfering reflections,
highlights, or shadows.

All video recordings were made with a Photron PCI camera
(1024 × 1024 pixels) and a 50-mm lens (Carl Zeiss, Planar T 1.4
operating at f/5.6). The image of a single fly under these con-
ditions was typically 25 pixels from anterior head to posterior
abdomen. Flies were recorded for 10 min at a frame rate of 10
Hz (exposure time 125 ms). We recorded a total of 40 flies: 10
flies per treatment and 5 flies per arena.

Data Analysis
Tap-Down. To quantify the flies’ climbing performance, we
counted the number of flies that climbed past the 60 mm mark
within 10 sec. The time count started as soon as the tapping
down was complete and the vials were sitting flat on the lab
bench. Climbing success was expressed as fraction of the 10)
flies in a vial that passed the predefined mark.

Lenticular Arena. All recordings from the lenticular arenas
were processed using Ctrax (Branson et al., 2009) to track the
x, y position of flies in the arena automatically. Ctrax cannot
differentiate between flies walking on the ceiling vs. the floor,
so this parameter was scored manually. We are in the process of
automating this procedure, exploiting the fact that the ventral
side of flies is lighter than their dorsal side (code available on
request from UKM). Using custom programs written in MATLAB
(v. 2008a, with image processing toolbox, MathWorks, Natick,
MA), we computed radial distance from the arena center, walk-
ing speed, and the activity levels of each fly over time (MATLAB
scripts available on request from UKM).

Radial distance served as an indicator for climbing perfor-
mance. With the slope of the circular arena floor gradually in-
creasing from 0◦ at the center to 15◦ at the edge, the proportion
of total time spent at a particular radial distance can serve as
a measure of climbing ability. We obtained radial distance by
converting the Cartesian output of Ctrax into radial coordinates
with the center of the arena as the origin. For statistical anal-
ysis, the per-frame radial distances of each fly were tabulated
into annular bins of equal area. The resulting histogram repre-
sents the sample radial density function of fly positions over the
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entire 10-min observation period. The slope of the arena was
shallow enough that foreshortening was negligible (cos (slope
angle) > 0.96). Therefore the floor of the arena was assumed to
be flat when transforming coordinates and calculating bin sur-
face areas. In order to calculate per-fly average radial distance,
each bin was represented by its average radial distance from the
center of the arena. If the flies were randomly distributed within
the arena, then the amount of time spent in each bin would be
identical, resulting in a flat radial density function of 4.8% per
bin (for 21 floor bins). Spending more than 4.8% of the time in
a particular bin indicated a preference, spending less than 4.8%
indicated that the fly avoided this particular radial bin. Flies on
the ceiling were tabulated in a separate outer bin, again normal-
ized for surface area, with a radial distance arbitrarily assigned
as equivalent to the edge of the arena.

We conducted the statistical analysis for 21 and 11 floor
bins to confirm that our results did not depend on the number
of bins (MATLAB algorithms available from UKM). This analysis
showed that halving the number of floor bins did not affect the
average radial position value, the difference among groups or
the P value. The choice of number of bins was based on Valente
et al. (Valente et al., 2007); we maintained a similar ratio of data
points to number of bins in our study (103 data points per bin).

To compute activity level (the percentage of time spent active)
and walking speed, a fly was defined as active if its speed was
greater than 2 mm s−1 for more than 5 frames ( = 0.5 sec); this
threshold was defined to exclude small movements, for example
during grooming, from being counted as walking.

Statistical Analysis. Most of our data were not normally dis-
tributed, they could not be transformed to a normal distribution,
or they violated some of the assumptions of ANOVA. If the data
from at least one of the three recordings in a data set were not
normally distributed, we then used the most powerful statisti-
cal test whose assumptions were met by our data set. If the data
were independent, normal, and met homogeneity of variance as-
sumptions (tap-down), then we used ANOVA with a Tukey’s post
hoc test for among group comparisons. If the data violated the
assumption of homogeneity of variance (radial distance, walk-
ing speed), yet the data remained normal and independent, we
used ANOVA with a Games–Howell post hoc test, which does
not assume equal variance for among group differences. If the
data were independent but any of the groups being compared
were not normal (activity level), a nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis
ANOVA test was applied with Mann–Whitney U test for pair-
wise comparison among groups. In all cases for multiple com-
parisons, we used a Bonferroni correction to adjust the P value
appropriately. Data processing and statistical analyses were car-
ried out using custom software in MATLAB and SPSS (SPSS,
Inc., Chicago, IL). Flies died from the BMAA treatment or were
lost during the experimental procedure, so that the n values in
the results section were not identical for all groups on all days.

Figure 2. Tap-down results. Position of the flies 10 sec after tap-
down is completed. Vials from left to right: 0, 12.5 mM, 25 mM,
and 50 mM BMAA after 1 day (top), 2 days (middle), and 3 days
(bottom) of treatment. The height of the glass vials is 84 mm.
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Table 1. BMAA reduced climbing performance in the tap-down
assay.

Duration of treatment (days)

Treatment
(mM) 1 2 3

Climbing performance (%)

0 85.6 ± 7.0 (5)a 85.5 ± 12.3 (5)a 85.9 ± 7.5 (6)a

12.5 78.9 ± 7.8 (5)a 57.5 ± 16.0 (5)b 38.9 ± 16.3 (6)b

25 66.5 ± 13.1 (5)a 38.9 ± 4.5 (5)b 25.0 ± 15.8 (6)b

50 14.8 ± 8.9 (5)b 15.6 ± 8.0 (5)c 5.1 ± 4.4 (6)b

Climbing performance was calculated by the percentage of flies that
climbed 60 mm within a 10-sec period after tap-down. All data are pre-
sented as mean ± SD (n = number of vials per treatment). The results of
statistical tests are indicated by letter codes, P < 0.05; treatment groups
with the same letter codes are not statistically different.

RESULTS

Comparison of Tap-Down vs. Lenticular Assay–Assessment of
Climbing Ability
Flies did not distribute randomly: the flies climbed to higher
positions both during reactive locomotion in response to a tap-
down and during active (spontaneous) locomotion in the lentic-
ular arena. In the tap-down assay, the flies raced to the top of
the vial after being tapped down (Fig. 2)–86% of the control
flies were in the top part of the vials 10 sec later (Table 1). In
the lenticular arena, the flies favored the ceiling and the high
edge of the lenticular floor (Figs. 3 - 4, Table 2): the control flies
spent more than 50% of the recorded 10 min on the ceiling or
at the edge of the arena—defined as the outer 3 mm of the 37
mm radius arena, which put the flies within 1 body length of
the edge. So climbing behavior was visible in the tap-down, a
reactivity-based assay with a strong stimulus (tapping down), as
well as in the lenticular arena, an activity-based assay with a
weak stimulus (slope). The lenticular arena also found consider-
able thigmotaxis—the flies favored the edges of both the arena
floor and ceiling (Fig. 2).

Both assays showed statistically significant treatment effects
( = difference among control and treated flies) (Tables 1 - 2). The
differences between controls and BMAA-treated flies were still
weak after 1 day of treatment—only the flies at the highest dose
climbed significantly less well, but the medium dose (25 mM)
flies were not significantly different from the control flies. The
tap-down with its vertical slope found statistically significant
treatment effects for all three doses already on Day 2 (Table 1).
In the lenticular arena with its more gentle slope, the flies treated
with the lowest dose (12.5 mM) remained statistically identical
to the controls even on Day 3 (Table 2). So the tap-down has

Figure 3. Walking paths of five flies for four treatments (0, 12.5,
25, and 50 mM BMAA) after 1 to 3 days of treatment, recorded
for 10 min in the lenticular arena. Red: fly is on the ceiling, black:
fly is on the floor, blank circle: fly remained stationary near the
center of the arena.
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Figure 4. Radial density functions of fruit fly positions within the
arena, reflecting their climbing ability for four BMAA treatment
groups (0, 12.5, 25, 50 mM BMAA) after 1 to 3 days of treatment.
A larger distance from the center corresponds to a steeper incline.
If the flies were distributed randomly, a flat density function of
4.8% per bin would be expected. Dark gray: floor; light gray:
ceiling. Note that the ceiling has a similar surface area to all floor
bins combined, yet it is represented in the graph as a bar with the
same width as one floor bin.

a lower detection limit than the lenticular arena for treatment
effects, it detected even a slight loss of motor ability.

The two assays differed also in their ability to detect dose ef-
fects ( = difference among groups treated with different doses).
A higher dose should cause a more severe loss of motor ability.
Two treated groups that differ less in their dose should be less
likely to be statistically different that two treated groups whose
doses differ a lot. The lenticular arena follows this prediction
consistently. The lenticular arena found, first, that flies treated
with the lowest dose were not statistically different from the
controls; second, that doubling the dose (12.5 to 25 mM, 25 to
50 mM) also did not produce a significant change. However, the
lenticular arena always found a significant difference between
groups that were separated by one dose (e.g., 0 vs. 25 mM, 12.5
mM vs. 50 mM). Summed up over all three days of experiments,
the lenticular arena found no significant differences between
“adjacent” treatment groups (e.g., 12.5 vs. 25 mM) in nine out of
nine pair-wise comparisons. Yet it found a significant difference
between “separated” groups in six out of six pair-wise compar-
isons (e.g., 12.5 vs. 50 mM). In contrast, the tap-down found
that “adjacent” treatment groups were statistically identical in
only five out of nine possible cases, while groups separated by
one dosage group were statistically different in only four out of
six possible cases. The tap-down mainly identified that controls
were statistically different from treated flies (treatment effect),
but it was less able to differentiate between different doses than
the lenticular arena.

The lenticular arena was also stronger at identifying a pos-
sible progression effect. From Day 1 to Day 3, the lowest dose
stopped being statistically different from the medium dose, and
the medium dose stopped being statistically identical to the con-
trols. The tap-down showed only weak indications of a progres-
sion effect (Table 1). On Day 1, only the flies feeding on the
highest dose were significantly different from the control. By
Day 2, all three toxin-treated groups were significantly different
from the control.

To sum up, the tap-down and arena showed a trade-off
between a low detection limit to identify treatment effects and
high sensitivity for dose and progression effects. An assay that
presented a severe physical challenge (vertical slope) to ensure
a low detection limit for treatment effects (even a low dose will
cause a significant decline in performance) is less able to detect
dose effects (low-dose flies perform similarly poorly to high-
dose flies) or progression effects. The lenticular arena with its
gentle slopes was better able than the tap-down to capture the
gradual loss of motor ability caused by a gradual increase in
dose or prolonged exposure.

The main difference between the assays was their statistical
power. Despite the arena using far fewer flies than the tap-down,
it achieved similar statistical results as the tap-down. The tap-
down used 240 flies, the lenticular arena used only 40 flies. The
main reason for the large difference in statistical power was
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Table 2. BMAA reduced the climbing performance of fruit flies in the lenticular arena.

Duration of treatment (days)

Treatment (mM) 1 2 3

Radial distance (mm)

0 30.88 ± 2.03 (10)a 29.50 ± 2.52 (10)a 29.30 ± 3.16 (10)a

12.5 30.66 ± 1.92 (10)a 22.92 ± 7.60 (10)a 27.27 ± 4.30 (10)ab

25 27.13 ± 7.01 (10)ab 14.76 ± 6.52 (10)ab 18.87 ± 6.54 (10)bc

50 22.83 ± 5.96 (10)b 10.57 ± 9.19 (10)bc 10.44 ± 6.90 (10)c

Radial distance was calculated as the distance between the fly and the center of the arena, assuming that a position on the ceiling equals the highest
position ( = outer radius of the arena) achievable on the floor. The radius of the arena is 37.5 mm. All data were presented as mean ± SD (n = number of
flies per treatment). The results of statistical tests are indicated by letter codes, P < 0.05; treatment groups with the same letter codes are not statistically
different.

the experimental design. In the tap-down, the experimental unit
was the vial, which contained 10 flies. In the lenticular arena,
the experimental unit was the fly. This difference caused the
tap-down to have a much lower sample size despite the larger
number of flies.

While the tap-down found no heterogeneity in the data,
the lenticular arena showed that there was considerable vari-
ation within each treatment group. Tests for homogeneity of
variance indicated nonequal variance: there were two types of
flies present within a given treatment group, climbers and non-
climbers (Figs. 3 - 4). Some flies spent most of their time near or
on the ceiling, while other flies spent considerable time at lower
levels—they struggled to maintain their position near or on the
ceiling and regularly fell off or rolled down the slope. Some of
the density functions of radial position were bimodal (Fig. 4,
flies treated with 50 mM, Day 1 of treatment), giving a visual
impression of this heterogeneity. Examination of the recordings
confirmed that two subpopulations of flies were present, rather
than all flies sharing a bimodal preference for position. Some
flies maintained near normal motor ability and were able to
climb to areas near the edge of the arena; other flies were more
strongly affected by the toxin and remained near the lowest
point at the center of the arena.

Lenticular Assay–Assessment of Walking Speed and Activity Levels
We developed the lenticular assay as an alternative to the tap-
down with the goal of quantifying not just climbing ability, but
also other performance parameters. Given that the central com-
plex of fruit flies controls internal locomotor motivation both
through affecting activity level and walking speed (Strauss and
Heisenberg, ’93), we were particularly interested in parameters
that would allow us to differentiate between changes in motor
ability ( = effects on peripheral locomotory system) and motiva-
tion ( = effects on the central complex). So we assessed climb-
ing performance, activity levels, and walking speed. Climbing

performance was quantified as radial distance and it is predom-
inantly a measure of motor ability. Activity levels were quan-
tified as percentage of time spent walking at a minimum speed
of 2 mm s−1 and this performance parameter is predominantly a
measure of motor motivation. Walking speed is a performance
parameter that is affected strongly by both motor ability and
motivation (Strauss, 2002).

To assess internal motivation, we quantified activity levels (=
percentage of time spent walking). The raw walking path data
(Fig. 3) already hinted at differences in activity levels between
the four groups of flies. Our statistical analysis of activity levels
showed that treated flies differed significantly from the control
group (Table 3, Fig. 5). While the control flies were active for 37
± 13% of the time (mean ± SD; n = 10) at 1 day after treatment,
the treated flies were active for 64 ± 27 to 87 ± 5% of the time
(n = 10). So, 1 day of treatment caused significant hyperactivity
in the treated flies at all three doses. Compared with Day 1 of
treatment, the control flies became more active during Days 2
and 3, while the BMAA-treated flies either maintained their ele-
vated activity levels (lowest dose) or became less active (medium
and high dose). This progression effect mirrored the dose effect.
Higher dose and longer exposure both suppressed the initial hy-
peractivity. We hypothesize that this suppression was caused by
decreasing motor ability. This loss of motor ability manifested
in the flies’ use of space: flies spent more time near the center of
the arena and were unable to climb onto the ceiling of the dish
(Table 2, Figs. 3 - 4).

We also quantified walking speed, a performance parameter
that depends both on motor ability and motivation, but that is
more sensitive than activity level to changes in motor ability. We
found that walking speed was significantly elevated compared
with the control (5.7 ± 0.9, n = 10) only at the lowest dose and
only on Day 1 (6.4 ± 1.0, n = 10) (Table 4, Figure 5). All other
doses on all days showed either a significant decrease in walking
speed or no significant difference (medium dose on Day 1) from
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Table 3. BMAA affected activity levels (percent of observation period spent walking) of fruit flies.

Duration of treatment (days)

Treatment (mM) 1 2 3

Total time spent active (%)

0 37.4 ± 13.8 (10)a 53.3 ± 22.7 (10)a 57.2 ± 24.2 (10)ab

12.5 86.7 ± 5.4 (10)b 70.0 ± 30.5 (10)a 86.9 ± 8.8 (10)b

25 83.8 ± 14.7 (10)bc 38.8 ± 24.6 (10)ab 29.9 ± 36.4 (10)ac

50 63.8 ± 27.5 (10)c 8.5 ± 26.7 (10)b 7.5 ± 23.5 (10)c

All data are presented as mean percentage ± SD of time spent active (n = number of flies per treatment). The results of statistical tests are indicated by
letter codes, P < 0.05; treatment groups with the same letter codes are not statistically different.

the controls. We hypothesize that this decline in walking speed
was again caused by decreasing motor ability.

DISCUSSION
Behavioral assays are designed to help find differences between
controls and treated groups by (1) eliciting behaviors that fa-
cilitate discrimination and (2) by recording parameters that can
quantify those behaviors. The lenticular arena adds climbing to
the range of behaviors sampled by the commonly used flat are-
nas. The lenticular shape also allows radial position to become a
straight-forward measure of climbing performance. So a lentic-
ular floor can be a useful addition to a circular arena assay that
screens motor behavior to assess locomotor competence.

Experimental Design for Behavioral Arenas
Arenas are powerful behavioral assays because they enable ex-
perimenters to record behavior for extended periods of time.
Arenas are more powerful than the tap-down assay for several
reasons. Recording behavior for an extended period of time gives
arenas (1) higher statistical power and (2) a wider range of quan-
tifiable performance parameters. This range is not only useful to
(2a) characterize behavioral phenotypes. It is also useful for (2b)
peeking inside the black box that is the fruit flies’ motor control.

Statistical Power. Recording behavior at multiple time points
enables experimental designs in which the fly, rather than the
arena, is the experimental unit. One tap-down experiment yields
a sample size of one, despite each vial containing typically 10 to
40 flies (e.g., Feany and Bender, 2000; Ling et al., 2009). Tapping
down the same flies repeatedly does not increase sample size.
Instead, studies need to rely on multiple experiments, usually
requiring more than 100 flies per treatment group (Feany and
Bender, 2000; Iijima et al., ’04; Ling et al., 2009). Compared with
the tap-down, the arena was more efficient—it reached a sample
size larger than 1 without requiring many replicate experiments.
In our study, we used 240 flies (60 per treatment group) in the
tap-down, compared with 40 flies (10 per treatment group) in the

arena. Despite the large difference in the number of flies, arena,
and tap-down detected similar effect sizes at similar levels of
significance. On the downside, the arena required nonparametric
tests and the data were less precise due to a larger variation.

Several refinements of the tap-down have been developed
(e.g., Benzer, ’67; Greene et al., 2003) to improve the sensitivity
of this assay, such as the stress-resistance assay (Ruan and Wu,
2008). This assay is similar to the lenticular arena in that it
was designed to study and encourage locomotory behavior over
a prolonged time period rather than at one time point. These
more complex tap-down procedures, which sample performance
at multiple points in time, should be able to reach a similar
statistical power to an arena.

Behavioral assays also should quantify parameters that have
a high signal-to-noise ratio and are therefore more likely to iden-
tify statistically significant differences. Radial distance is such a
low-noise parameter because it integrates position information.
However, the lenticular arena itself did not generate as strong a
signal as the tap-down due to its gentler slope presenting a less
severe physical challenge. This lower effect size of the lenticu-
lar arena gave the tap-down a lower detection limit (treatment
effect)—at the expense of lower sensitivity (dose effect). The de-
tection threshold of both assays could be adjusted by adjusting
the slope—a lenticular arena with steeper slopes should have a
lower detection limit. The lenticular assay could also adjust its
sensitivity by adjusting the gradient of the change in slope—a
more dramatic increase in slope from the center to the edge of
the arena should decrease sensitivity. The tap-down can adjust
its detection threshold, but increasing its sensitivity requires a
more drastic redesign (e.g., staggered tap-down; Benzer, ’67).

Experimental designs, such as arenas, in which the fly is the
experimental unit, are desirable particularly when treatments
are difficult to administer to a large number of flies (injection of
the toxin), or when sample size is limited by poor fecundity or
survival. Radial distance from the center of a lenticular arena is
a performance parameter that has a high signal-to-noise ratio, is
readily obtained by automated tracking, and can be adjusted by
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Figure 5. Walking speed (top graph) and activity levels (bottom
graph) in fruit flies for four BMAA treatment groups (0, 12.5, 25, 50
mM) after 1 to 3 days of treatment. Box plot for walking speed and
activity levels (percentage time spent active). ¡ indicates values for
individual flies. Median (horizontal line separating two vertically
stacked boxes), 25th (lower box) and 75th percentiles (upper box)
are shown.

a steeper increase in slope to make the assay more sensitive for
treatment effects (detecting significant differences between con-
trol and treated flies), yet less sensitive for dose effects (detecting
significant differences between different doses).

Diagnostic Power through Gathering Multiple Parameters. Be-
havioral assays must be able to elicit behaviors that can be quan-
tified in ways that facilitate discrimination. Reactivity-based as-
says (such as the tap-down) can be powerful yet simple screening
tools because their selection of behavior (climbing), environment
(vertical wall), and performance parameter (ability to reach a
predefined height) all facilitate discrimination. Reactivity-based
assays reduce intraindividual variation and heterogeneity, sim-
plifying statistical analysis. If the reactive behavior takes place
in an environment that presents a strong physical challenge, the
assay will have a low detection limit for locomotory deficits.
All these aspects make the tap-down well suited for detecting
treatment effects in toxicological screens. However, by focusing
on a single, reactive behavior, the tap-down is less able to detect
dose effects, neither can it provide a comprehensive picture of a
locomotor phenotype. These limitations make the tap-down less
suitable for pharmacological and mutational analysis. Therefore,
screening analyses interested in multifactorial effects often com-
bine a tap-down with other, activity-based assays (e.g., Ruan and
Wu, ’08) to quantify additional locomotory parameters.

Activity-based assays, such as lenticular or flat-bottomed
arenas (Valente et al., 2007; Simon and Dickinson, 2010), allow
flies to display a wider range of behaviors, including sponta-
neous behavior, enabling the experimenter to quantify multiple
parameters in order to build a locomotor phenotype with a sin-
gle multiparameter assay. Arenas are usually designed to record
behavior over an extended period, which facilitates the collec-
tion of a range of behavioral characteristics, such as activity
levels (Table 3, Fig. 5), space use (Fig. 4) and walking speed
(Table 4, Fig. 5). Through the postprocessing routines available
e.g., for Ctrax and CADABER, further locomotory characteristics
can be determined, such as walking direction, path length, and
path curvature (Branson et al., 2009; Dankert et al., 2009; Simon
and Dickinson, ’10), or other spatial preferences (Valente et al.,
2007). Arena designs are pushing towards facilitating automated
data recording and analysis as well as producing behaviors that
facilitate quantification of multiple performance indicators (e.g.,
Albrecht and Bargman, 2011, Pandey and Nichols, 2011). If
activity-based arenas want to assess motor ability unambigu-
ously, they must present a physical challenge.

Diagnostic Power through Combining Parameters. A flat-
bottomed arena (e.g., Simon and Dickinson, 2010) facilitates
automated data recording and analysis. Yet, without provid-
ing a physical challenge, it is less sensitive to changes in motor
ability. The tap-down, like all reactivity-based assays, provides a
strong external stimulus that confounds quantification of inter-
nal locomotor motivation. A lenticular arena combines aspects
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Table 4. BMAA affected the walking speed of fruit flies.

Duration of treatment (days)

Treatment (mM) 1 2 3

Average walking speed (mm s−1)

0 5.68 ± 0.91 (10)abc 5.55 ± 0.65 (10)ab 6.56 ± 0.81 (10)ab

12.5 6.44 ± 0.96 (10)b 4.09 ± 1.54 (10)b 4.91 ± 1.58 (10)b

25 6.28 ± 2.19 (10)abc 2.89 ± 0.51 (10)bc 2.59 ± 2.09 (10)cb

50 4.35 ± 2.01 (10)c 0.41 ± 1.29 (10)c 0.37 ± 1.18 (10)c

All data are presented as mean ± SD (n = number of flies per treatment). The results of statistical tests are indicated by letter codes, P < 0.05; treatment
groups with the same letter codes are not statistically different.

of the tap-down with aspects of the flat-bottom arena assay. Its
lenticular floor provides a physical challenge that allows quan-
tification of walking ability. Yet the physical challenge is also
weak enough to allow internal locomotory motivation to be
quantified.

This ability to discriminate between effects on locomotory
ability and internal motivation was exemplified by our case
study on BMAA. We predicted that BMAA should affect both
the central and peripheral nervous system, causing motor ability
to deteriorate while increasing motivation. We chose to quantify
activity levels, walking speed, and climbing performance as our
three performance parameters to assess ability and motivation.
Both tap-down and lenticular arenas were able to capture the
loss of motor ability by quantifying the climbing ability. How-
ever, the tap-down assesses a reactive type of climbing behavior
and therefore could not quantify effects on internal motivation
(activity levels). The lenticular arena allowed us to quantify ac-
tivity levels and walking speed. Both parameters indicated that
BMAA increased motivation (the flies walked faster and more
often). However, a flat-bottomed arena would not be able to
quantify climbing ability as a measure for motor ability. Instead
it would have to rely solely on walking speed, an indicator of
walking ability that is confounded by motivation. If speed were
used as purely an indicator for ability, our data would suggest
that BMAA in low doses actually improved walking ability—flies
treated with the lowest dose walked significantly faster than con-
trol flies on Day 1. The combination of climbing success (radial
distance), walking speed, and activity data showed that BMAA
probably affected both motivation and ability. Flies treated with
the lowest dose maintained elevated activity levels even on Day
3. But even at the lowest dose, climbing ability began to decline.
Walking speed showed the combined effect of increased moti-
vation battling against declined ability—after an initial increase
on Day 1, walking speed declined steadily on Day 2 and 3 in
the lowest dose flies. We hypothesize that at higher doses and
after prolonged exposure, the excitatory effects of BMAA on the

central pattern generator are obscured by BMAA causing a loss
of motor ability.

Arenas are becoming an important diagnostic tool not just in
screening, but in all areas of behavioral research as techniques
are developing to manipulate flies remotely rather than tethering
them to electrodes (e.g., Lima and Miesenböck, 2005), and as
technologies become available that can track freely moving flies
(e.g., Fry et al., 2003; Branson et al., 2009; Ristroph et al., 2009;
Simon and Dickinson, 2010). The lenticular arena is a simple
variation on an arena assay. By including a physical challenge
in the form of a gradually increasing slope, it can measure an
additional performance parameter (walking ability) compared
with a flat-bottomed arena. By characterizing this performance
parameter by the fly’s radial distance from the arena center, the
arena makes this parameter easy to quantify. Furthermore, its
sensitivity is easily adjusted through the concavity of the floor
to the strength of the expected effect or the goal of the study.
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